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You can connect a 5V input to the OSC1 and OSC2 control voltages and use the gain 
controls to change the instrument. 
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You are going to need an extra patch lead to build this example – but you can 
probably bodge one using wire or a crocodile lead. Patch the LushOne as shown and 
set the Freq. mode. The oscillators can now be controlled with the oscillator control 
voltage (CV) gain controls instead of (or as well as) the MIDI control. 
 
This is the detail of the Freq. modes: 
 
+CV-L, +CV-H 
For OSC1 the frequency set by the CV is added to the frequency of the MIDI note. A 
CV of +2.5V is treated as 0. A CV less than 2.5V will reduce the node frequency. A CV 
more than 2.5V will increase the node frequency. As noted before setting the gain 
control for OSC1 CV to minimum sets the control voltage to 2.5V (ie no change to the 
MIDI note). 
 
For OSC2 the frequency set by the CV is added to the frequency of the MIDI 
“modulation” control. A CV of 0 is treated as 0 and a positive CV will increase the 
OSC2 frequency. 
 
The “-L” mode has low sensitivity on the CV inputs. The “-H” mode has high 
sensitivity but some quantization due to the D to A conversion process used may be 
audible. 
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CV-L, CV-H 
No MIDI input is used for the oscillators (except for the gate control) 
 
For OSC1 and OSC2 the frequency depends on the CV. A CV of +2.5V is around the 
middle of the range. The “-L” mode has low sensitivity on the CV inputs and restricts 
the range of sounds to around the middle of the oscillator’s ranges. The “-H” mode 
has high sensitivity and covers the full oscillator range but some quantization due to 
the D to A conversion process used may be audible.  
 
To generate a sound without a MIDI keyboard it will be necessary to connect the 
“Gate In” to 5V as shown by the dotted line and demonstrated in module 101. 
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External analogue inputs between 0V and 5V can be used to drive the control 
voltages. In this case we connect a joystick to OSC2 CV and a filter CV to allow the 
modulation to be controlled by a joystick. You will need to set “Freq.” to one of the 
CV modes for the OSC2 CV input to be active. 
 
Other types of analogue inputs could be light sensors, distance sensors and so on.  
 
The CV inputs have about a 10kΩ load so a buffer might be needed for some types of 
analogue input. 
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By making up a suitable lead (a female phono/RCA socket to 2mm patch leads is 
good) you can connect external audio devices to the LushOne. Note that you need to 
connect the ground as well as the signal lines. 
 
In this example we’ve connected an iPod to the filter input. You can then use the filter 
to manipulate the external audio. To make OSC2 oscillate without a keyboard set the 
OSC2 Mode to “Cont.” (see module 102).  
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A practical build of the previous example. 
 
It is of course also possible to combine external audio inputs with external control 
voltage sources. 
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